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NRG Kerrehzee Kourse 2018-2019 
Mission Introduction 
You are the Mission Commander for a remote rover exploring the planet Kerrehzee (Kerr-AY-zee), which orbits 

the star Xena (ZEE-nah) in the Kessel System.  Normally, the rover is remotely controlled by your mission team.  

But observations indicate that Xena is about to become very active with solar storms.  This means the star will 

be shooting hot gasses and radiation out from its surface for several months.  The solar storm will engulf the 

planet Kerrehxee and make communications with your rover impossible during that time.   

You have only a few weeks to develop and upload instructions to your rover that will allow it to continue its 

mission autonomously (meaning by itself).  During the solar storm, the rover must navigate through the 

Dinoheadian Valley and attempt to reach the relative safety of an oasis or rover base, where the rover can hide 

from the solar storms in the shadows of the sheer cliffs.   THIS IS YOUR MISSION!! 

Fortunately, similar solar storms have happened before and you have example autonomous programs that you 

can start with and modify for this solar storm event.  
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As shown in the diagram above, the Kerrehzee Kourse consists of a 4 foot by 6 foot white coated Masonite 

hardboard surrounded by gray and brown 6” foam cubes.  Green, blue, yellow, and red ½” wide tape marks 

the valley entrance, the oasis areas, and rover base areas.  ¾” wide black tape marks the carbonite dry 

riverbed winding through the valley floor.   
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Game Objective 
The game objective is to program your rover (or Bob the Mule Bot) to navigate the valley floor and to stop 

within an Oasis area or Rover Base area without leaving the valley nor crashing into the sheer cliffs nearby.  

Each area is worth certain point values.  All four rover wheels must be inside the area boundaries to earn the 

points indicated.  If the rover leaves the playing field boundary, 5 points are deducted.  If the rover touches a 

gray cube, 5 points are deducted.  And if the rover touches a brown cube, 10 points are deducted.   

A mission begins with the rover starting fully within the green Valley Entrance area.  The rover is powered up 

in the Valley Entrance and uses its Arduino program you developed to navigate the valley autonomously.  If 

using line following, you may wiggle the rover to acquire the line within the start area.  Otherwise, you may 

not touch or control the rover during its mission.  The mission ends and points are awarded (and possibly 

deducted) when any one of these conditions occurs: 

 The rover program stops the motion of the robot for at least five seconds.  Points are awarded based 

on lowest point area any one of the rover wheels is touching. 

 The rover drives “out-of-bounds” off the edge of the white playing surface.  Points are awarded based 

on lowest point area any one of the rover wheels is touching immediately prior to leaving the field, 

minus 5 points. 

 The rover “crashes” into the sheer cliff foam cubes.  Points are awarded based on lowest point area 

the rover wheels are touching immediately prior to touching the cube minus points depending on cube 

color (-5 points for gray and -10 points for brown). 

 The rover gets stuck in an oscillating loop for at least five seconds. Points are awarded based on lowest 

point area the rover wheels are touching during any part of the oscillation. 

For Round 1, each Mission Commander may attempt the course up to three times and choose the best score 

from the three runs.  The top four Mission Commanders from Round 1 will run a second round of single 

missions and the top two scores will win first and second place.  In the case of a tie, commander with the least 

number of missions will be first. 

Rover Programming 
You may use one or more of the following methods to navigate the valley: 

 Dead Reckoning:  Program the rover to activate the drive motors for one or more fixed durations 

without any sensor inputs. 

 Line Following:  Use line sensors to follow the black riverbed line through the valley. 

 Distance Sensing:  Use the rover’s ultrasonic sensor to ping the distance to the sheer cliff walls as the 

rover drives across the valley.  Turning the robot may still require dead reckoning inputs. 

Three basic Arduino “Sketches” (that is the term for an Arduino program) will be provided to demonstrate 

each navigation technique.  They can be used with minor modifications to run your missions, but more 

extensive modifications will be needed to be competitive!  

Misc. 
The Supreme Commander (me) reserves the right to modify the mission parameters to account for 

unforeseen/unintended competitive advantages/disadvantages.  The scoring and rulings of the referees during 

the missions are final and no video replays or photographic evidence will be considered.  


